
Learn  the  tricks  of  the
photography trade with Miss Z
Photography’s  Beginner  DSLR
Photography Class
Mom, wife, and award winning maternity, baby, child and family
photographer, are just some of the “shirts” that Abrah Zion of
Miss Z Photography wears.

Recently  she  was  proud  to  announce  that  she  won  best
photographer in the “Best of the Best of the Southcoast” for
2017, which surely came as no surprise to anyone. If you are a
fan of New Bedford Guide, you are no stranger to the the
passion and talent that is the norm for “Miss Z.” You’ve seen
the images that are as memorable for their content as they are
for the skill behind them – adorable, happy, pleasant babies,
stunning women in different stages of pregnancy, newborns,
couples and families.
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Seven  years  ago  Abrah’s  passion  for  photography  became  a
reality  with  the  verbal,  mental  and  financial  support  of
loving parents, Saralee and Harvey Salk. Since then she has
provided SouthCoast residents with professional, world class
pictures and service, not to mention, images that will provide
a lifetime of memories. There’s no price that can be put on
that – you will be visiting and revisiting those images and
passing them down to subsequent generations and sharing them
with friends. You want nothing but the best and Abrah is
incapable of doing anything less than superlative.

In addition to the services that she provides, she also shares
her  skills  with  those  who  have  an  equal  passion  for
photography. She periodically offers instruction where you can
field questions, soak up advice, and pick up tricks of the
trade. You don’t have to be a professional or have a career in
photography to benefit – just desire to take better pictures.

Does red eye seem to pop up often? Faces off center? Images
blurry? Spending a few hours with the best photographer in the
region will improve every aspect of your ability or lack of



it. A recurring course due to its popularity, is the Beginner
DSLR  Photography  Classwhich  takes  place  over  two  weeks.
Registration is currently being accepted for the next two
classes  which  takes  place  November  13  and  November  20
(https://www.facebook.com/events/102143993872739/).  You  can
sign up for the classes on her website here.

“We will cover the exposure triangle – speed, aperture (“depth
of field”) and ISO. We’ll go over white balance, composition
and  lighting.  There  will  also  be  an  overview  of  night
photography. Each student will also be invited to a private
Facebook group where you can continue to ask questions and get
support long after the class is finished.”

Abrah’s passion is contagious and she has a natural ability to
translate that passion in an easy to understand way which can
only come from knowing a topic in significant depth. You can
have any and all your questions answered as she evaluates your
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ability, corrects your good and bad habits, and imparts her
technical expertise. It’s a experience you won’t want to miss
for pet, amateur and professional photographers alike!

You can purchase your class here: squareup.com/store/miss-z-
photography. You can browse through past images and spotlights
here.
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_________________________________________________________

Miss Z Photography
227 Union St #412
New Bedford, Massachusetts 02740
Always open!
Phone: (508) 663-6544
Email: info@misszphotography.com
Facebook: facebook.com/MissZPhoto
Website: misszphotography.com/
Twitter: twitter.com/MissZPhoto
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